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Shop Talk

A Note from Bob:
Winter Roundtable Report
On February 19 we held our second
Winter Roundtable session.  The topic
was High/Low Heel Syndrome.  This is
a common problem that all farriers
and veterinarians must address in
their practice.

We began the session by watching two
videos about the problem.  One was
from the youtube collection of Dr. Kerry
Ridgway.
The video can be seen at: 
http://youtu.be/COk2ntaGzXg

The second video was produced by
Vettec and featured Tab Pigg
trimming a horse with the syndrome.
The video can be seen at: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBy6V-
8N6Kk&feature=share&list=UUfT4tng
NL0GFOtrw67EA0Ww&index=14

Following the videos we held a
discussion on addressing the problems of
run under heels and high heel/low heel.
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Basic Shoe
Modifications
Many horses need shoe modifications to support or assist them in
their work.  Modifications may be made to the toe, branches or heels.
In this newsletter we will address the two most common front shoe
toe modifications.

The Rolled Toe
Many horses benefit from just a little ease of breakover.  Years ago, I
heard Bruce Daniels of Mulica Hill, NJ say “You should put a new, used
shoe on horses.”  He explained that horses wear or remove the part of
the shoe that they don’t need or like (most often the toe) so farriers
should help the horse with a rolled toe on new shoes.

Look at the old shoes when you shoe a horse.  The toe is worn and the
horse is likely comfortable.  Unless the horse needs a flat toe on the
shoe to perform their job, such as show Gaited and Walking horses, you
might consider adding this easy modification to your shoeing regimen.

One quick method to roll a toe is with a
grinder.  Today many farriers carry a belt or
wheel grinder.  With the right grinder/belt
combination you can roll the toe on a pair
of horseshoes in very short order.

The forging method is faster if you are already working the shoes hot.
Blacksmiths think backwards and you will want to do the same here.
You know that thinning (rolling) the edge of a piece of steel will
enhance the curve away from the thinning.  In the case of a horseshoe,
rolling the toe will bring the heels closer together which will require
more work to reshape the shoe.  Thinking backwards allows you to
compensate by widening the shoe prior to forging in the roll. As with
all forging, the hammer hand directs the blows in the same spot while
the tong hand moves the work piece under the hammer blows to
achieve the desired result. 

Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop is
proud to carry these fine brands

and many more!

Watch the Delta Mustad – Grant Moon video to see these two
toe modifications.  An extra bonus in the video is Grant’s
demonstration of how to stretch a horseshoe

Watch the video at:  http://youtu.be/qQ1Iq45mu-s

Special thanks to Delta Mustad Hoofcare Center and
Grant Moon for providing the video

Watch a How-To Video



We also stock these shoes
with built in rolled toes:

AFA Convention
Highlights
The AFA 2014 Convention in Reno was one of the best
conventions in a long time.  The speakers, marketplace and
demonstrations were all top notch.  There were over 550 attendees
and about 80 booths in the market place.  Forgemaster from Troy,
MO displayed their forge models and drew a lot of attention since
about three fourths of the competitors used the Forgemaster
Blacksmith Model.

I visited with Ed Zook of Olatha, KS and Donnie Perkinson of
Grafton, IL.  

Donnie was scheduled to be a Steward in the contest, but when
Swedish farrier David Füllemann did not have a partner for the
two man Draft shoe making class Donnie stepped up.  My sincere
compliments to Donnie, who with no practice time went right to
work on the biggest farrier contest stage of all.  He not only
competed well, but he and Crista have made fast friends in Sweden.

Kerckhaert Steel Classic Roller     

Single Rate 
   Shipping

FOR A LIMITED TIME, WE’LL SHIP 
FROM OUR STORE TO YOUR 

DOOR FOR JUST $9.95!*

Now you can order all of your farrier 
supplies and pay one low rate for 
shipping.  We carry an extensive 
inventory of all major brands and 

products for the professional farrier.  
Place your order with the company 

that offers quality products at 
competitive prices.

*Exclusions: 1. This offer is for a limited time only and does not include 
the shipping of anvils and forges. Those items must be ordered 
separately.; 2. Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii and all other areas outside of 
the U.S. will have normal shipping charges applied at checkout.; 3.Spanish 
Lake will determine the shipping method.  Flat rate shipping should arrive 
within 7 business days.

Forging a Rocker Toe
Some horses benefit from a more exaggerated toe break.  By bending
the toe of the shoe upward you create a Rocker Toe.  This is done in
quick order.  In my opinion, in order to create the most benefit to
the horse, it is best to also roll the toe prior to making the rocker.

The rocker should begin in front of the first nail hole on each side
of the shoe and should be in harmony with the junction of the
white line and hoof wall.

L to R: Crista
Perkinson, Donnie
Perkinson, David
Füllemann and
his wife Sara
Füllemann.

David Füllemann of Sweden and "striking" for him is Donnie
Perkinson of Grafton, IL.
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